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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of Texture as an Input of Spatial Context for Machine Learning Mapping of Wildland 

Fire Effects. 

BRANHAM, JONATHAN (Department of Mathematics and Computer Science), MYERS, 

DR. BARRY (Department of Mathematics and Computer Science), HAMILTON, DALE 

(Department of Mathematics and Computer Science). 

A variety of machine learning algorithms have been used to map wildland fire effects, but 

previous attempts to map post-fire effects have been conducted using relatively low-resolution 

satellite imagery. Small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) provide opportunities to acquire 

imagery with much higher spatial resolution than is possible with satellites or manned aircraft. 

This effort investigates improvements achievable in the accuracy of post-fire effects mapping 

with machine learning algorithms that use hyperspatial (sub-decimeter) UAS imagery. Spatial 

context using a variety of texture metrics were also evaluated to determine the inclusion of 

spatial context as an additional input to the analytic tools along with the three-color bands. This 

analysis shows that the addition of texture as an additional fourth input increases classifier 

accuracy when mapping post-fire effects. 
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Overview 

 This project was a study about developing a texture metric as a fourth input along with 

the Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) bands of an image. The additional input of the most promising 

texture metric would help improve the classification accuracy of wildland fires, which were 

classified using a machine learning algorithm called an Support Vector Machine (SVM). The goal 

of the project was not necessarily to improve the SVM classifier itself, but to discover a texture 

metric, which when added as a fourth input, would improve the accuracy with which the SVM 

could classify an image. This would mean that the classifier would be able to understand more 

about a certain pixel, because it would understand the spatial context of the pixels around it. To 

accomplish this goal several metrics were tested, and the classification accuracy while using 

spatial context was examined for increased accuracy. 

Background 

 This project was part of a summer research team at Northwest Nazarene University 

(NNU) called Fire Monitoring and Assessment Platform (FireMAP), whose goal is to help wildlife 

ecologists gather useful data on post fire effects. They do this using sUAV (Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles) that acquire imagery of wildland fires with higher spatial resolution than previously 

used satellite imagery. The image is then input to the (the SVM) where the algorithm goes 

through and classifies pixels. This finally returns a classified image. The classifier needs to be 

trained with user labeled data, called training data.  The classifications used a heirarical 

classification, burn extent, then biomass consumption (black/white ash). 
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The main point of the project was to increased accuracy in the classification of the 

image, which was needed to produce reliable burn extent and severity mapping products. 

Another FireMAP team member, Zach Garner, wrote a tool that generated the texture inputs. 

This program used several second order metric formulas that Haralick defines (Haralick, 1973). 

The metrics tested were First Order Entropy, Second Order Entropy, Homogeneity, Contrast, and 

Energy. Next it had to be determined which if any metric added the most value to the classifier. 

Terms 

The preparation for this project involved learning several terms and understand the 

programs to test and output useful imagery. Simply, there was a need to define the availability, 

usefulness, and the importance of the tools before figuring out how they worked. In this case, 

effectively completing this project consisted of using previously written programs, terms 

involved in graphic interfaces, and terms used in ecological studies and data revolving around 

wildland fire imagery. This resulted in study of the effects of wildland fires: what programs had 

been used, what programs that would make work go smoother, and a more complete 

understanding of how imagery data is collected and stored. 

There are some terms that need to be defined to have a clear understanding of the 

project. The first of these terms is GLCM (gray-level co-occurrence matrix). GLCM as, “a gray-

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) which is used to calculate how many occurrences of each 

combination of pixel values occurred for each pixel within the neighborhood…The texture values 

for each pixel are stored in a single band gray scale image.” (Hamilton, 2017, 4). This is 

important because these GLCM’s give us the spatial context of a pixel based on pixel distance. 

This pixel offset, and neighborhood size can be varied by the user to find the optimal 

parameters.  
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The fires burned several miles which meant that the higher resolution imagery that we 

collected had to be stitched together. In other words we had multiple images that we combined 

into one. “Acquisition of imagery for a burn area with the purpose of mapping wildland fire 

effects is commonly accomplished by mosaicking all the images taken during one or more sUAS 

flights in order to create a single georeferenced orthomosaic of the entire scene” (Hamilton, 

2017, 3). These orthosmosaics contained larger amounts of data which meant, “The very large 

number of pixels in hyperspatial imagery requires the utmost care in selecting algorithms and 

metrics which extract fire effects information” (Hamilton, 2017, 3). 

 Another important term is texture metrics.  “Haralick [7] defined 14 measures of 

texture for image processing from which spatial context has been measured for a variety of 

related image processing applications” (Hamilton, 2017,4). The metrics used are First Order 

Entropy, Second Order Entropy, Homogeneity, Contrast, and Energy. 
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These five-texture metrics all yielded different results which, meant the question is what 

metric returns the most value to the SVM when added as a classification input along with the 

red, green and blue bands. All of the metrics except for First Order Entropy used GLCM to 

calculate the texture metrics. The most straightforward way to measure this was to calculate the 

information gain of each metric. Information gain is the measurement of usefulness of a certain 

data set in comparison to the other data sets. To determine the value, information gain was 

used as a measurement for each of the metrics. So, in the case of the project the data sets are 

the Red, Green, Blue, and texture bands. To find the information gain an Iterative Dichotomiser 

(ID3) was used, which is a machine learning algorithm that uses a decision tree to classify tuples 

(Russel, 2010, 758).   

Basic knowledge of wildland fire ecology is required to understand why this project was 

implemented. When looking at the burned area post fire, the type of ash is considered to 

determine severity. Hamilton explains this, “The distinct spectral signatures between white and 

black ash has been shown to enable successful classification of burn severity, separating pixels 

with low fuel consumption (black ash) from high fuel consumption (white ash)” (Hamilton, 2017, 

2). The overall goal for FireMAP is to have an accurate classifier, which can pick up white ash, 

black ash, and unburned parts of the terrain. This is accomplished through, “Individual pixels are 

classified by ash type where black ash is indicative of incomplete vegetation consumption while 

white ash correlates significantly to more complete vegetation consumption” (Hamilton, 2017, 

2). Previously it was mentioned that there was a need for increase in accuracy. This was 

important because, “Increased mapping accuracy will provide actionable knowledge resulting in 

improved ecosystem resilience and management decisions” (Hamilton, 2017, 1).  
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Implementation 

There were several steps to this project and the implementation required the use of 

several programs to be completed. The first step in this process was to determine the 

neighborhood size and pixel distances that we would be testing to find the optimal GLCM. To 

determine which neighborhood size worked best it was decided to test neighborhood sizes 3*3, 

7*7, 15*15, 25*25, 35*35, 45*45, and 55*55. We generated all the GLCMs for the pixel 

distances of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40. This totaled up to 63 tests for just a single second 

order metric. With four other second order metrics having 63 tests each, and first order entropy 

contributing 7, there were 259 different tests that were ran, to establish which neighborhood 

size and pixel distance was the most beneficial. Those numbers were just for a single fire, but in 

the end five fires were tested for information gain, resulting in 1295 texture files that 

information gain was calculated on. 

Instead of classifying based off each of the neighborhood sizes and their pixel offset, 

which would have taken substantially longer, information gain was used to ascertain the optimal 

neighborhood size and pixel distance. The ID3 was used in a batch file to, “build a decision tree 

and report the information gain of each variable from the red, green and blue bands from the 

color image as well as texture” (Hamilton, 2017, 5).  The information gain gave us which band 

was most used by the classifier to determine category. Therefore, if the information gain was 

higher or close to any of the other bands it meant that texture metric added value to the 

classification. This is because the more context that the classifier has, the more accurately it will 

classify. 

One the input parameters for the ID3 was the training data. The training data was 

gathered using a web application developed by Greg Smith who was also a member of the 
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FireMAP research team. The application allowed the user selection of certain areas in an image 

and apply a label. The program would give an excel file of the pixel coordinates in the selected 

areas which would be read into the SVM. The SVM algorithm would then classify using the 

training data as a reference for what to label. The SVM algorithm also fed in the GLCM of pixel 

distance 10 and neighborhood size of 45 as a fourth input. After this it would classify first 

burned and unburned, then white ash and black ash. The image would then be run through a 

denoising program that would that implemented image processing morphological algorithms to 

remove sub-object sized clusters of pixels as well as smooth pixel cluster boundaries. 

.  

   Figure 1 – Training Data for Reynolds Creek 

 

A batch file was run that sent multiple files through the ID3 and the ID3 would output a 

text file with the tree. The information gain was the interesting part of the ID3. They are shown 

in Figure 1 after the G(D): Blue, Green, Red, and Entropy 1. 
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Pixel Offset 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Text File 

 Each fire was recorded as an orthomosaic which comprises a large amount of data. 

“These hyperspatial images contain a very large amount of data. For example, an orthomosaic 

generated from multiple flights over Northwest Nazarene University, which has a campus 

covering 40 hectares (100 acres) in Nampa, Idaho resulted in an image consisting of two billion 

pixels” (Hamilton, 2017, 3). The reason four separate tests were taken, on one fire, was to 

increase the reliability of the data. So, to find the mean of the information gain a MATLAB 

program was written, on the compilation of 20 excel spreadsheets. The program took the 

information gain of all the data collected and returned the mean in an excel spreadsheet. It also 

returned the standard deviation which was looked at for any anomalies.  

 

Figure 3 – Entropy 2 Mean 
 

Figure 2 includes the table of means for Second Order Entropy. The twenty spread 

sheets containing information gain, were used to find the optimal neighborhood size and pixel 

Neighborhood size 
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distance. The first inclination is to pick the average with the highest information gain. This would 

lead to the picking of neighborhood size 55 and pixel distance 35. So instead, “The optimal 

neighborhood size for first order entropy was identified at the point of diminishing information 

gain as the neighborhood size was varied, identifying the point where the information gain 

gradient started to significantly reduce as neighborhood size continued to increase” (Hamilton, 

2017, 6). So instead of choosing the highest point, the part where it slopes off is the sweet spot. 

After finding the sweet spots from all the averages of each metric, prime parameters were 

compared to each other. The most promising parameters are shown down in table 1. From this 

it was determined that Second Order Entropy yielded the highest information gain, followed by 

First Order Entropy, and Energy. Figure 3 shows a 3-D graph of the Entropy 2, printed from the 

MATLAB program, that shows the steep gains that you get until about neighborhood size of 35. 

 

Figure 4 – Entropy 2 Average Graph 
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 After this phase validation data is gathered, which was used to test how accurate the 

classifier was. “Validation data sets for each of the images were selected as regions of pixels 

within the image, then the pixels from each validation data set were run through the SVM, 

assessing the accuracy of the color bands as inputs as opposed to the inclusion of each of the 

texture metrics with the associated optimal parameters. Accuracy for each validation data set 

was calculated, determining the percentage of validation pixels the SVM classified the same as 

were labeled by the user.  Validation data labeling was based on visual observation of the image 

by the user, supplemented with ground observations recorded during image acquisition flights 

with the sUAS ”(Hamilton, 2017, 7). Using these accuracy readings, we used the T-tests to 

determine over the course of several fires what the probability was that the inclusion of texture 

increased classification accuracy.  

 

Results  

There were two important questions that needed to be answered in this project. What the 

optimal neighborhood size and pixel distance of the GLCMs is, and would a texture metric, if 

any, increase the classification accuracy of the SVM. These two questions were answered in the 

tables shown below. 

 The optimal neighborhood size was different for each of the metrics therefore, a table 

was constructed to find the optimal spot for each of them. Table 1 is comprised of the different 

optimal values. In Table 1, First Order Entropy does not have a pixel distance, because it was 

generated without a pixel distance just the Neighborhood size. 
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The accuracy of the classifier is shown in Table 2 which shows that the highest accuracy 

percentage is Second Order Entropy. The percentage that Second Order Entropy increases the 

accuracy average 2.69% across the burns evaluated. All the other metrics decrease accuracy  

when added to the color bands when classifying an image. 

 

These accuracy percentages were used with T-tests to find, “The statistical significance of 

increased accuracy across the validation sets for the burn images was established using one 

tailed paired T-tests. The null hypothesis is that the addition of texture as a fourth input along 

with the color bands does not improve accuracy. By contrast, the alternate hypothesis is that 

adding texture as a fourth input along with color will increase classifier accuracy.  In order to 

apply the T-test, the accuracy of the classification was taken using just the three-color bands and 
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then again with texture added as a fourth input. The significance required to reject the null 

hypothesis in favor of the alternate hypothesis is 0.05 which gives it 95 percent certainty to 

reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternate hypothesis” (Hamilton, page 8). Summed up 

this meant that we were 95% certain that Entropy 2 as a fourth input improved the accuracy of 

the classifier. 

Conclusion 

I enjoyed working on this project because I learned a lot about my field and participated 

in groundbreaking research dealing with machine learning. It was very intriguing to learn about 

machine learning and the implications that it holds for the future. The one that impacted my 

work most significantly the use and understanding of the ID3. This project also allowed me the 

opportunity to put my name on an academically published paper.  

This process showed me how much work was expected when submitting an 

academically published paper. The thesis gets worked over through vigorous testing that 

happen when proving the stated hypothesis. This project also taught me the importance of clear 

explanations and precise speech.  

I also really enjoyed the people that I was working with. Drs. Hamilton and Myers are 

very inclusive when working on projects and trust you with very important parts of the project. 

The other students that worked with me on the project were very helpful every time I had 

questions. Zach Garner was the one that designed a lot of the code that I was using and was 

very instrumental in a lot of the tests. Ryan Pacheco was also a big help when it came to running 

the accuracy tests. Over all I learned a lot about team work from this project that will help me in 

the corporate world. 
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